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   Failure of the Left Ventricle (LV) 
 
 

                    2 clinical pictures: 
 
 
   Forward failure and Backward failure                     



Forward failure: 
 

   Low cardiac output (CO) > Inadequate 
tissue perfusion > Low Blood pressure > 

    
           > Shock  ----------  > death 
                               or:                                                                                 

>          prolonged survival ! 
                                                                                                                             
    



Backward failure = Congestive failure. 
 

    Left Ventricle cannot get rid of blood 
flowing from lungs   > 

                  Elevated pressures in :    

      Left Atrium >  lung veins  > dyspnoe                    
>         Pulmonary edema                                
.                                                                                               paradox:    Higher mortality !    



Congestion occurs acutely, 

.          hence often referred to as: 

               'Acute heart failure'. (AHF) 
               In the USA it is:        

       The most frequent cause of 
hospitalisation   in patients  > 65 years, 

    particularly in dialysis patients 



  Eichna (1960): 
 

'Man alone, spontaneously develops the syndrome  

.                                                                                  ‘’congestive failure'. 
    - Congestion  also occurs with hyperkinetic   

circulation.                                                                    - 
Even a normal heart can 'fail’ by Fluid retention                                                                                                                            

    The term: ‘Failure’ is misleading, because: 
 'It is difficult to understand how a heart, by improving 

any of its functions (including increased cardiac output) 
can relieve circulatory congestion'. 



Physiology of interventions: 

6.    Digitalis: 
     Primary heart disease  >  increase Cardiac Output 
    'Non-cardiac' congestion > no effect 
    Diuretics:   Relief of congestion in both types, but:  
      Primary heart disease     >  CO increase *                                                     

'Non-cardiac congestion  >  no change in CO  
    Nitrates: decreased diastolic filling pressure                                                                      

.                                     and increased CO* 
 
* This proves, that congestion itself can impair cardiac 

function.                      



 
In  USA, 6 reports on 120.758 patients > 
        Dyspnoea in 81-100 % 
        Periferal edema in 59-70 % 
 
  - Very little patho-physiological research.                                                                       
 - No information on body fluid volumes !! 
   
                               _____________ 

  

During  the past 40 years, frequency of AHF 
markedly increased 



 New concept:                                       
DIASTOLIC HEART FAILURE. 

 
9                                               'Definition':                                                                                                             

Acute pulmonary congestion despite  normal                                                          
ventricular pump function (Cardiac output and 
Ejection fraction) 

                       because of: 

 'stiffness'  of the left ventricular wall  >                 

               ‘diastolic dysfunction’. 
  



 Gandhi et al. (2001): 
11 

          Patients with pulmonary edema and hypertension.                               
.    .                                                                                           

    

 After treatment with furosemide (weight loss not                                                                                            
mentioned!): 

  -  Systolic Blood pressure 200  > 139 mmHg 
  -  Ejection fraction (normal in half of the patients)                                                                 

.                              did not change after recovery. 
 
                Authors suggest:   

     ‘temporary exacerbation’* of diastolic dysfunction'.                                        
* Not documented!                                                                                         
Volume overload not mentioned! 



 
 

Question: Why does pulmonary edema  
develop so suddenly? What is the 

precipitating factor?     
 

                          Cotter investigated:                                                                                                        
Recurring lung edema was preceded by a steep rise in 

peripheral resistance and blood pressure, initiating a 
negative spiral.  

Interpretation: 
   Redistribution of blood from the peripheral to the 

pulmonary circulation.  
  
 'The concept that fluid accumulation as 

primary cause of AHF is a simplistic view'.                                            



12  Critic of the assertion 
        that fluid retention is not important. 

           
Pulmonary venous pressure (PVP)(whose elevation 

cause lung edema) depends on two factors:  
    a) Blood flow from the lungs and                                                       

b) Resistance (end-diastolic pressure) in the left ventricle.  
 
The larger a) Fow, the less b) resistance is needed to 

raise PVP            to the critical level:  

 Even a normal heart can 'fail‘                             
(acute glomerulonephritis) 

 



No data of body fluid volumes in the 
literature (!) 

But: the evidence for salt-and-water retention in 
patients with AHF is overwhelming:                   .            
There is very often: 

   - Jugular vein distention 
   - Periferal edema 
   - Furosemide is standard treatment. This 

diuretic causes loss of many liters of body 
fluid.                                                                                                           
. Unless they end up dehydrated, they were  overhydrated   
on admission.                                   

 
     
 
  



14  Authors claim that 'volume is not the 
primary cause‘, 

Because: no correlation between increase in body 
weight and appearance of lung edema,  

                                                         

However . . . .   .   . 
 

--   Relation between increase in extracellular- and blood- 
volume is not linear 

-   with chronic subclinical congestion, lymph flow from lungs 
increases,   thus  elevating the pressure threshold for edema.  

. 
                                                    

                     Individual patients differ !! 
- 
              .              



The very acute appearance of lung 
edema suggests that:                                 

        Subtle change in hemodynamics triggers a 
vicious circle, but: That does not exclude the 
primary role of ‘volume’. 

‘Redistribution’ can only happen if volume is 
increased 

Cotter:  Shift of blood from periferal to central 
circulation   

Fallick: Shift from venous to arterial bed 



16   Here comes the kidney 
            

      If you accept that in AHF there is always fluid 
retention, why did the kidney not excrete this salt- 
and water excess ?? 

Merrill 1946 : functional renal change 
                    Decreased Renal Blood Flow      >                                                                           

.               Elevated Filtration Fraction (FF) >                                                                          

.                         > Salt Retention                                                                    
but: Merrills patients had LF systolic failure 
Probably:  Salt retention with good systolic function 

has different cause. However:  
No research on renal function in diastolic heart failure    
 

                             



 Observation 

Large series of Acute Heart Failure report : 

  Mean serum Creatinine 1.7 mg/dL  
                 suggesting:    
 Glomerular Filtration Rate less than 50%       
                That means: 
 Not functional, but :                                         .                                       

Intrinsic  renal damage and                                                    
.                               impaired salt excretion.    



18  Arguments for histological kidney 
damage in ‘diastolic’ heart failure (DHF) 
 
-  Most patients with DHF are old, 

hypertensive, diabetic 
- With aging, salt excreting capacity diminishes  
- Man is the only animal consuming excessive salt. 
- 'Man alone  develops the syndrome of congestive 

failure‘  
- Death from congestion is not inescapable ! 

- The word 'salt' is never mentioned in guidelines !                           

 

 



19 Dialysis treatment  
22.   Without kidney function, a 'normal'     .                                        

.                                       Western diet causes: 
  EC fluid expansion at least 1 Litre  per day > 
  dialysis patients chronically overhydrated:  
                 Main proof: 
    Hypervolemia (blood volume ^) causes: 
  ‘resistant’ hypertension, but also:                                                                       

.                                 direct  heart damage.  C:  

 ‘Volume’ itself is a risk factor! 
 
                                           



20  Results of inadequate volume 
control  

 
  of the Dialysis patients in USA: 
      the  majority has hypertension                         .                                                 

.                                                despite multiple drugs 
 -  > 20 % (repeatedly) develop Acute Heart Failure 
 - in 2 years 41.699  emergency admissions for: 
    'heart failure‘          83%,                                                                                 

'fluid overload'       11%,                                                                                         
'pumonary edema' 6 %                                                                   

Of course, they all had heart failure, manifested by 
pulmonary edema  caused by fluid overload. 



 With longer time on dialysis, the 
incidence of AHF  decreases: 

21 

Not because of less congestion, but because 
lymph drainage increases:    adaptation             
.             but:  

     Dilatation continues, resulting in: 

                Dilated cardiomyopathy,                                           
. incorrectly called: 'Uremic' cardiomyopathy    



 Dilated cardiomyopathy  
22 

    can be prevented by good volume control 
and cured  by:  persistant ultrafiltration.                   
. 

Therefore  it is: not caused by 'uremic toxins'. 
              Among ‘multiple factors’,                                                         

only one is important:     VOLUME                               
                                                                                                                              



23     Medical opinion leaders                              
(Parfrey and Foley) claim that: 

 

Heart disease in dialysis patients                                                                   
.                        follows a   'natural’ course.  

 But: this course depends on doctors behaviour! 
 
They call: Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD)                                                                     

.                               an independent risk factor                                                                          
 But: No difference in heart functions between dialysis 

and other patients with heart failure 
 
   Volume retention (result of CKD) is the                

.             independent risk factor 
  



24    Because AHF can be prevented in     
dialysis patients, 

 -  It is tempting to hypothesise that:                       
volume control could also prevent AHF                                                              
.                                                   in patients without CKD 

 - Despite diastolic dysfunction, the heart can 
function rather well if not burdened by volume 
retention 

 - Therefore ‘diastolic heart failure’ is a harmful 
misnomer, because it draws the attention from a 
preventable cause  



Conclusion 

• 1. Acute congestive Heart Failure is 
always caused by volume expansion.     
It is facilitated by Diastolic Dysfunction. 
 

• 2. This volume expansion is due to salt 
retention by diseased kidneys. 
 



Diastolic heart failure 

 Is not only a confusing concept,                  
.                      .   

                      it is also 
 

         A harmful misnomer 



 Stamfer ..Braunwald (1968):  
 

                       Diuretics : 
  weight loss  -3.4 Kg 
>   decrease in: Pulmonary artery pressure 
   striking clinical improvement 
'Moderate changes in fluid retention may cause substantial 

alterations in circulatory dynamics'. 

       Fluid retention is not a useful adaptation 
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